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  28 October 1940 Bf109E-4            Wn.1531              - +3 4/JG53

North Common, Chailey, East Sussex. 17.00 hrs.

Started from the Calais area at 16.15 hrs escorting Messerschmitt Bf109 bombers in an attack on London. 
The formation was broken up and many of the aircraft did not reach London. On the return flight, the 
pilot believed he was hit by AA fire when his engine caught fire and he baled out. The aircraft dived into 
the ground, was partly buried and burst into flames. Parts of the jettisoned cockpit cover were found 
some distance away and these were covered with engine oil, indicating that the aircraft had been hit in 
the engine. The pilot landed at Holford Manor, Wivelsfield Common.
Markings: 3 in white, yellow nose. Traces of a red cowling band were also found.
ID: 67009, AW: grey, Merseburg, 10/8/40, FP: 39516 Paris.
Ff: Fw Alfred Berg EKII, Spanish Medal in Silver.

The pilot had completed twenty War Flights.

  28 October 1940 Do17Z-2     Wn.2544               5K+CH 1/KG3

Boughton Malherbe, Kent. 01.00 hrs.

This aircraft was returning from a raid, when one engine overheated and failed. This aircraft was thought 
to have been brought down by AA fire, although there were a number of .303 strikes in the wreckage. 
The pilot denied that they had been hit by AA and had not seen any fighters. Unable to maintain height 
the order was given to bale out; the wireless operator and flight engineer complied and were killed as the 
aircraft was too low. The starboard engine, wing and rudder were badly oiled up and the aircraft crash 
landed, both engines being broken off. 
Markings: all in black. Crest; a man’s figure with cockatoo’s head carrying a bomb under left arm and an 
owl on his right hand, all on a light blue shield. A large horizontal pink stripe on rudder. Airframe made 
by Dornier Werke, Friedrichshafen, werke nr. 2544.
Engines: Bramo 323. Plate on reduction gear housing showed Humboldt Deutz Motoren Reparatur 
Werke, Hamburg.
Armament: eight MG15 found in the wreckage. Armour; pilot’s seat armoured as usual, cross bulkhead 
behind crew’s cockpit, roof on detachable cockpit cover armoured and strips below rear upper gunner’s 
position. The forward bomb bay contained an extra self sealing fuel tank.
AW: grey, Tützingen, 12/3/40, FP: -.
Ff: Fw Kurt Vosshagen EKI, seriously injured.
Bo: Fw Albin Schreiber 69641/18 +. Maidstone, Kent. Died 29th October 1940.
Bf: Fw Rudi Nitsch 69641/29 +. CC 5/4.
Bm: Uffz Harold Hausdorf 69641/39 +. CC 5/3.

The unit was deduced from the aircraft lettering as the ID disc number had not been previously encountered. 
The only aircraft from I/KG3 previously encountered was shot down in France on 12th May 1940.

  28 October 1940 Bf109E-8        Wn.4906            2+ - 5/JG27

Pinewood Garage, London Road, Leybourne, Kent. 14.30 hrs.

Started from the Calais area at 13.30 hrs on a free-lance patrol. This aircraft was flying in the last Kette 
of a fairly large formation. They flew up the extreme east of Kent and made a sweep over the Thames 
Estuary towards Gravesend at 26,000 ft. This pilot was attacked by fighters from behind and above, which 
dived out of the sun and which he never saw. The engine failed and the pilot baled out, the aircraft dived 
into the ground at high speed and was almost entirely buried.
Markings: a plate bore the name Arado, werke nr. 1553, 1940 but this may belong to a component. 
Aircraft had been delivered ten days previously.
Armament: traces of four MG17.
ID: 53537, AW: grey, Merseburg, 17/8/40, FP: 36660.
Ff: Uffz Artur Gonschorek slightly wounded.

The pilot had completed thirty War Flights against England.

  28 October 1940 Bf109E-4          Wn.5095         <+ Stab II/JG51

Fielding Land, one mile north-east of 
Dymchurch, Kent. 17.10 hrs.

Following fighter action aircraft dived into the 
ground at high speed and was entirely buried to a 
depth of eighteen feet.
Markings: Nose and tail yellow.
Armament: from portions recovered, presumed 
to have been two 20 mm cannon and two MG17.
Ff: Ltn Werner Knittel +. CC 8/161 .

Werner Knittel’s body remained buried in the 
wreck until excavated in 1973. After formal 
identification he was buried at Cannock Chase.

During the morning enemy activity was on a small scale and confined mostly to operations by 
single aircraft over the South-East and East Anglia coastal districts. In the early afternoon an 
attempt by some thirty aircraft to reach London was unsuccessful but activity continued over 
Kent and East Sussex. Between 16.20 hrs and 17.20 hrs enemy formations totalling about 200 
aircraft launched further attacks but these also failed to reach the Capital. Some bombs were 
dropped in the neighbourhood of Banstead, Coulsdon, Reigate and at several other places in 
Kent. About 140 aircraft were over the country during the night and half of this force attacked 
London and the counties of Sussex, Surrey and Kent; the rest raided Birmingham and various 
other scattered points throughout the country. Raiding was evenly spread over the London 
area and bombs were dropped in about fifty boroughs. The raid on Birmingham lasted about 
three hours.

28th OCTOBER 1940

Between 400 to 500 enemy aircraft took part in six attacks with two raids being directed 
against Portsmouth and  the remainder having London as their objective, with some of the 
attackers succeeding in reaching London. In the first raid on Portsmouth the enemy achieved 
little success, but two bombs were dropped in the target area during the second which 
occurred in the late afternoon. The number of aircraft over the country in the evening was 
about the same as on the previous night. Of the 140 aircraft involved ninety raided London 
and the South-East counties, forty the Midlands and most of the remainder Merseyside.  
After midnight activity was much reduced and the ‘Raiders Passed’ signal was given for London 
at 04.53 hrs 30th October.  Raiding was evenly spread over the London area and reports were 
received from twenty different boroughs.  Both Birmingham and Coventry were raided, the 
attack on Coventry being the more serious of the two.  Attacks in the rest of the country 
were of a minor nature; in the counties of Sussex and Kent there were a higher number of 
incidents than usual.

29th OCTOBER 1940

Right:  Werner Knittel introduces the Bf109 
cockpit to two local girls, whilst apparently 
being monitored by a ghostly apparition of an 
ex-girlfriend in the side panel!

MAP ID 1  (page 644)

MAP ID 2  (page 644)

MAP ID 3  (page 644)

MAP ID 4  (page 644)
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  29 October 1940 Bf109E-4           Wn.2024            6+    3/EproGr 210

Sheerlands Farm, Pluckley, Kent. 14.30 hrs.

Started from Calais-Marck on a formation flight to attack the dock area of London. On the return 
flight the pilot was attacked from the rear by Spitfires, aircraft caught fire and pilot baled out. 
Aircraft dived into the ground at high speed and was almost entirely buried. 
Markings: 6 in red, yellow nose.*
Armament: from some loose ammunition armament appeared to have been two 20 mm cannon 
and two MG17.
ID: -, AW: pink cardboard, Westerland, 2/2/40, FP: 21775.
Ff: Obltn Otto Hintze wounded. Staffelkapitän and acting Gruppenkommandeur.**

The pilot was already known to Air Intelligence as the Staffelkapitan of 3/EproGr 210 having 
fought in the Polish and French Campaigns and joined his present unit shortly after.

It was noted the number of senior officers who had been lost from EproGr 210. On the 
Croydon raid of 15th August 1940 the founder Gruppenkommandeur and his second in 
command were killed. The 2nd and 3rd COs were lost, the Staffelkapitän of the 3rd, acting as 
Gruppenkommandeur captured and the Staffelkapitän of the 2nd Staffel killed.

  29 October 1940 Bf109E-4          Wn.5153                  5+l 9/JG3

Wootton Crossroads, Shepherdswell, Kent. 17.15 hrs.

Started at 17.00 hrs on a free-lance patrol. The formation was flying at 26,000 ft and was preparing to 
attack a squadron of Spitfires below them when a Spitfire got on the tail of this aircraft and shot through 
the radiator, the pilot making a good belly landing in a field. Eight .303 strikes found in wings and 
fuselage but oil radiator also probably hit.

Markings: figures in yellow, outlined in black. 
Crest; at side of cockpit a red seahorse on blue 
ground, white waves, outlined in yellow; on 
port side of cowling a double headed battle-axe 
in black on white ground. On starboard side, in 
addition to battle-axe, the word ‘Erika’. There were 
six victory stripes on the tail; two of these with 
RAF roundels. Between two of the stripes was 
painted a black top hat inside a red gun sight ring. 
This was not this pilot’s usual aircraft. Airframe 
made by Wiener Neustadter F.W. in 1940. 
Engine: DB601A. Made by D.B. at Genshagen, 
werke nr. 60303. 
Armament: two 20 mm cannon and two MG17. 
A large quantity of ammunition not expended. 
Armour; fuselage cross bulkhead and head 
protection, with curved shield.
ID: 57216, AW: -, FP: 15775.
Ff: Obltn Egon Troha EKII. Staffelkapitän.

The unit was established through interrogation 
and was confirmed by the Feldpostnummer but the 
pilot’s ID disc was that of Stab III/JG3.
Pilot had originally served with the Austrian Air 
Force until the Anschluss when he transferred to 
the German Air Force.

Above: Obltn Otto Hintze.

Below: Hintze talking to 
men of 3 Staffel with one 
of the unit’s Bf109s in the 
background.

Right:  Obltn Egon 
Troha was another 
Staffelkapitän brought 
down on this day.

His aircraft can be seen 
below being salvaged.  
The battle-axe emblem 
represented the third 
Gruppe of JG3 and 
the seahorse emblem 
mentioned in the report 
was that of 9/JG3.

MAP ID 5  (page 644) MAP ID 6  (page 644)

* Hintze was interviewed by historian John Vasco after the war and confirmed that his Bf109 on this day 
was in fact ‘Yellow 6’ and that his Staffel never carried the yellow nose and rudder tactical markings.

** Hintze also confirmed that he was never ‘acting Gruppenkommandeur’, this was just assumed by 
Air Intelligence.
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  29 October 1940 Bf109E-4           Wn.5794                 1+l 8/JG26

Marsh House Farm, Tillingham, Essex. 17.00 hrs.

Attacked from both sides by Hurricanes and the pilot baled out; the aircraft diving into soft ground, 
buried and burnt out. A few .303 strikes found on pieces of wreckage.
Armament: traces of one 20 mm cannon found.
ID: 60316, AW: white, Dortmund, 15/1/40, FP: 39874 Brussels.
Ff: Fw Konrad Jäckel.

The pilot’s unit was assumed from his ID disc and confirmed by Ausweis and Feldpostnummer.

  29 October 1940 Bf109E-1           Wn.4816                13+ 3/JG51

Gate Inn, West Elham, Kent. 17.00 hrs.

Started at 16.25 hrs from a field aerodrome twenty-five miles from the coast, between St. Omer and 
Calais. This was the pilot’s first War Flight and he was flying in a Schwarm, which was part of a formation 
that was carrying out a free-lance patrol over the Dover area at 17,000 ft. The engine was not running 
well and he dropped behind but was attacked by two Spitfires out of the sun. The engine started to 
give off a queer smell and as the Spitfires looked rather threatening the pilot baled out. Aircraft dived 
smoking into the ground, being completely wrecked and partly buried.
Markings: 13 and nose in yellow. A plate found stated that the airframe was made by Arado in 1940 
werke nr. 1363.
Armament: four MG17 traced.
ID: 2/JG51, AW: red, Fürth, 4/5/40, FP: L 13820.
Ff: Fw Karl Bubenhofer.

The pilot had only arrived with his unit three days earlier having volunteered for Active Service as previously 
he had served as an instructor at the Fliegerschule 4 at Fürth.

Top: A profile of Egon Troha’s ‘borrowed’ Bf109.    Above: Troha, far right, in conversation with Hauptmann Wilhelm Balthasar, 
centre, and the Kommodore JG3 Major Günther Lützow, left.

Below: Another view of Troha’s aircraft showing the clearly defined splinter camouflage on the wings. The seahorse emblem 
can be seen just below the rear of the cockpit.

Below: The small hole in 
a big field left by Konrad 
Jäckel’s Bf109. the farmer 
in the background appears 
to be under-equipped for 
ploughing such a huge 
expanse!

MAP ID 7  (page 644)

MAP ID 8  (page 644)
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  29 October 1940 Bf109E-4          Wn.5593             ▲ + N 4/LG2

Langenhoe, Essex. 17.10 hrs.

The pilot was returning from a low level bombing raid, when he was attacked at 3,000 ft by two 
Hurricanes. The first attack damaged his radiator and the engine started overheating; the lateral controls 
were also damaged and the pilot was unable to manoeuvre to defend himself. He tried to fly on but the 
temperature increased to such an extent that the engine started to seize up and so he had to make a 
forced landing. Over seventy .303 strikes coming from astern were evenly distributed over the airframe, 
with each radiator having two strikes.
Markings: triangle black with white edge; N white with black edge. Crest; black and white Mickey Mouse 
holding an axe in one hand and large pistol in the other, all on a yellow disc. Old markings which are still 
discernible were DH+EJ. Cowling and rudder yellow. Wing tips had been yellow but covered in green 
paint. Spinner, white tip with blue and white bands.
Engine: DB601A-1 manufactured by Daimler Benz, werke 90, Berlin Marienfelde, werke nr. 11829 on 
23rd November 1939.
Armament: two 20 mm and two MG17. No rounds had been fired from the shell guns and very few from 
the MG17s.  One external bomb rack fitted under fuselage.
ID: 536321, AW: grey, Braunschweig-Waggum, 13/1/40, FP: 36352 FP.Amt.730 St.Omer.
Ff: Ofw Josef Harmeling EKI slightly wounded.

The identity of the unit was obtained from a document dated 20th September 1940 and confirmed by the 
aircraft markings. A letter in place of a number was not known to occur in any other fighter group. The ID 
disc was probably wrongly stamped as the number of 4/LG2 was 53621. The pilot had been wounded on 
14th September and had only just returned to his unit.

  29 October 1940 He111H-2    Wn.5536           A1+LT 9/KG53

River Stour, one mile west of Parkestone Quay, Essex. 01.07 hrs.

Started from Roubaix at 20.00 hrs with eight 250 kg bombs to attack Gravesend. Having crossed the 
Channel and failed to pick up the Knickebein II beam the crew tried to reach their objective by dead 
reckoning. About this time the electrical system failed rendering the wireless and variable pitch for the 
airscrews unserviceable. The bomb load was jettisoned at random and the crew turned back with the 
idea of reaching Holland. After flying around for about two hours they thought they were over Holland 
having seen some landing lights; this impression being strengthened when the crew fired a five white 
star Very Light, being the German signal for the day and the AA fire stopped. As they could not find 
an airfield the crew baled out. The aircraft dived vertically into soft mud near the low water mark and 
caught fire.
Markings: L in yellow. Airframe made by Heinkel Werke, Oranienburg in April 1939.
ID: 69044, AW: grey, Giebelstadt, 1/3/40, FP: l 03171.
Ff: Ofw Karl Penzel EKI.
Bo: Florian Sigger EKI slightly injured.
Bf: Uffz Johannes Klitscher slightly injured.
Bm: Ofw Hans Metzer EKI slightly injured.
Bs: Uffz Harry Lüdicke slightly injured.

Air Intelligence noted that the Flight Engineer had been wounded during a raid on Biggin Hill on 24th 
September 1940 and he had only just returned to operations, the wound having opened up again due to the 
parachute jump. Surprise was expressed that he was returned to active service so soon after being wounded.

  29 October 1940 Bf109E-4        Wn.5562            ▲ + B 4/LG2

Goldhanger Road, Maldon, Essex. 16.53 hrs.

During fighter action, pilot baled out and the aircraft dived into the ground and caught fire. Some .303 
strikes were  found in the wreckage. The pilot was wounded and subsequently died.
Armament: traces of two MG17 and a 20 mm cannon found. Armour; fuselage cross bulkhead, pilot’s 
head protection and curved head shield traced.
ID: -, AW: grey, Braunsechweig, 13/1/40, FP: -.
Ff: Uffz Hans-Joachim Rank +. CC 1/113.

The pilot had an ‘L’ on his epaulette which it was believed to refer to the Lehr Geschwader and the Ausweis 
was identical to one from a pilot brought down the same day. 

Below: Hans-Joachim 
Rank’s Bf109 came down 
next to the Goldhanger 
Road just north of the 
River Blackwater near 
Maldon.

Right: An upper wing 
cross is apparent on 
this mangled piece of 
wreckage from Hans-
Joachim Rank’s Bf109. 
The soldier is studying 
one of the propeller 
blades and holding one 
of the dozens of 20mm 
cannon shells scattered 
on the ground.

Above: The Messerschmitt 
Bf109E-4 of Ofw Josef 
Harmeling which he force 
landed at Langenhoe on 
29th October 1940.

MAP ID 9  (page 644)

MAP ID 10  (page 644)
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A selection of views of the Messerschmitt Bf109E-4 of Ofw Josef Harmeling being 
displayed to the public in various locations.  The aircraft received over 70 hits 
from the Hurricanes’ .303 ammunition, some of which are clearly visible in the 
fuselage above.  As was often the case, emblems and swastikas soon disappeared 
when on public display, note the hole on the cowling below where the Mickey 
Mouse emblem had been.
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